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Borsika Rabin (she/her): Welcome Everyone! Please use the chat to add your thoughts and questions and we will 
open this up for more informal discussion after Clare’s very brief presentation. 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): What other places would you search to identify Centers/Programs for D&I science 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): The Brownson capacity building paper is here: 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28814328/  

Margaret Crane: You may have already looked at this, but SIRC has a list of training centers 
https://societyforimplementationresearchcollaboration.org/dissemination-and-implementation-training-
opportunities/  

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Thank you @Margaret! Great reminder!! 

Katy Trinkley: Sorry, eating lunch :) 

Danielle Ostendorf: Same! haha 

Erin Kenzie: Yes this is great, thank you 

Katy Trinkley: It's a great question...I'm drawing a blank! 

Margaret Crane: Such a great question Cole! especially so we aren’t all reinventing the wheel with creating lists of 
resources 

Cole Hooley: ^^^ Yes Margaret! 

Jodi Holtrop: I missed the beginning of your presentation (sorry). Do you catalog what kinds of specialties/areas of 
strength within D&I are located where? This might help us know where to start within our field of where to go. For 
example, if I’m interested in doing more work in sustainment, where do I go? Along with this, I wonder if there is a 
culture we could set across our centers of helping or supporting one another in developing the field? I think we do 
this already, but to make it even more possible. Welcome any thoughts on this. 

James Pittman: Re: VA Centers, Amy K. is a great place to start. There are also many difference Center's of 
Excellence, MIRECCs - many of those have section dedicated to D&I. There is a national group that could help 
identify those. 

Jodi Holtrop: Thank you Borsika! I wonder if what the group thinks they are strong at is what others also think they 
are strong at. 

Danielle Ostendorf: I really like Jodi's comment. I think this could really help especially for specific topic areas like 
obesity, smoking cessation, etc. 

James Pittman: Anytime 
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Jodi Holtrop: @Danielle - yes both topics and D&I specific areas. 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): I agree Anju!! 

Marie Masotya: I think it would help to know which programs are more locally focused in their efforts (ie assisting 
their own faculty) verses which are consulting/teaching etc more broadly. 

Katy Trinkley: Great point Marie! 

Eve-Lynn Nelson: Would love thoughts on how  D&I centers might interface with associations/groups focused on 
implementation practice, but not necessarily connected with research expertise? For example, my team's part of 
the National Consortium of Telehealth Resource Centers comprised of 14 national centers that would benefit from 
D&I research expertise. 

Clare Viglione: Topic area brings up a great question about inclusion criteria that we've been thinking about. There 
are D&I programs focused on education, social services, tech, business...These are coming up in our algorithmic 
Google Search and we are deciding if/how to incorporate  

Jodi Holtrop: @Marie - yes good point. We do both, but it is hard to have capacity to do outside our institution as 
the focus is often to serve our own researchers here with their D&I needs. 

Jodi Holtrop: @Julia - you have identified a key issue! Our D&I certificate program at U Colorado is open to all and 
all online, however, there is limited capacity. 

Katy Trinkley: The CU D&I certificate is great! Very application based 

Danielle Ostendorf: @Katy - agreed! 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Thank you @Katy and @Danielle - we have amazing students in the program! Also 
@Meredith and @Marie 

Clare Viglione: These are wonderful suggestions - thank you @Anju & @Meredith!! 

Jodi Holtrop: Related to training - is anyone developing a D&I training for implementation practice. Most of it that I 
am aware of is research training, not practitioner training. I think we are trying to do some of this through our ISC3 
cancer center grant (Borsika and Amy Huebschmann would know more). 

Meredith Fort: Fogarty International Center and Consortium of Universities for Global Health 

Marie Masotya: What were your search terms? I like the point Anju made about the different words people use 
who are doing D&I type work. 

Julia Moore: @Jodi - there are just a few imp practitioner trainings, if you email me, I can share the ones we know 
of 
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Katy Trinkley: Mentorship and educational offerings like COPRH Con! 

Danielle Ostendorf: For me the mentorship and the training with the D&I certificate has been incredibly helpful! In 
addition to what Bethany mentioned, our weekly D&I meeting on Tuesdays has been so helpful! 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Hive minds:-)) 

Marie Masotya: I agree with Katy! This conference has really been wonderful! Thanks to all, and especially Bethany 
, for adapting it these past two years! 

Bethany Kwan: I'm so grateful for all the speakers for their willingness to present, and all of you for engaging. we 
can build it, but you have to come :-) 

Clare Viglione: @Marie we have a very long list of D&I search terms including knowledge translation, knowledge 
exchange, implementation science, intervention translation...etc! 

Clare Viglione: Love COPRH Con! Thank you to the expert organizers!  

Bethany Kwan: I'm really excited to see all of you and the field blossom in the next 5 years 

Katy Trinkley: I'm sorry I have to drop - great work and I look forward to reading the paper! 

Bethany Kwan: that is a huge tension 

Jodi Holtrop: Great discussion. What Erika is saying now - maybe a short-ash conference to discuss how to support 
and enhance programs in each place and collectively. 

Bethany Kwan: Love that idea, Jodi 

Bethany Kwan: I'm going to hop over to the plenary and get ready for Julia Moore. Thank you, Clare and Borsika! 

Jodi Holtrop: I meant to say short ish not short ash! Auto correct! 

Danielle Ostendorf: Thank you both! 

Jodi Holtrop: Great session thank you! 

Erika Crable (she/her): Thank you for sharing your knowledge! 


